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Overview

Usually finding particular content within a video requires playing the video until you reach the required section. If captions are attached to videos in DeakinAir you have access to a much quicker way to search video content. You can perform this search in the DeakinAir website, or within CloudDeakin if your DeakinAir video is linked to the unit site.

Accessing the video

1. Go to the video on the updated DeakinAir site.
2. Alternatively, if you are accessing the video within the CloudDeakin unit site go to My Tools in the unit Navbar and select DeakinAir.

Searching video content

1. Ensure that the video has been captioned. The closed captions symbol will be visible in the bottom of the video window. If the video hasn’t been captioned you are not able to search video content.
2. A Search window can be found below the video. Enter a term which is likely to have been used frequently, or at the relevant part of the video.
   
   **Note:** Wildcard searching. If you are unsure of the exact spelling or version of the word you are looking for perform a wildcard search by placing * at the end of your search term. For example: if you are unsure if the word is Booked or Booking type Book* and the results will include books, booked, booking etc.
3. See the list of times showing when the search term is used. Clicking on a point of time in this list will take you directly to the video.

Resources

TeachAssist have created a suite of video tutorials for the updated DeakinAir platform.

IF YOU REQUIRE ASSISTANCE PLEASE CONTACT TEACHASSIST ON PH. X78597 OR TEACHASSIST@DEAKIN.EDU.AU